
P R O J E C T  E B O O K





Observations

In our cultural analysis and social research we 

focused on identifying typical elements of cultures 

of mountainous regions of our countries. We 

than put emphasis on finding out how do those 

elements fit into the historical and geographical 

canvas. What we found was that the uniqueness of 

highland cultures stems from a number of issues. 

First of all, there is the isolation. Carpathian 

Mountains are one of the highest in Europe, with 

jagged peaks and steep slopes. Many valleys and 

streams add to the problem of getting around. 

That was the main factor historically, when 

it came to cultural and mercantile exchange. 

Less of one meant less of the other. Due to that, 

traditions were put to a lower degree of influence 

from the “outside world”. Another factor is the 

harsh natural environment with its’ long winters 

W H A T  W E  F O U N D

Observations
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The Carpathian 
Mountain range 
trully is connecting 
not only countries, 
but also cultures 
and creates a bridge 
winding through 
Central and Eastern 
Europe.
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Observations

and scarce farmable land. Strength and toughness 

were always an important value. This leads to 

an interesting finding. Namely, our research has 

proven, that the division of social roles between 

sexes is more traditional in the mountainous 

regions. On the other hand, women also present 

strength and character and cannot be seen as 

a “weaker sex” in hardly any comparison. We 

believe that this comes from the fact, that life in 

the mountains is hard whether you are up on the 

meadows with the herds or running a household.

Life in the Carpathian Mountains is strictly 

connected to the seasonal rhythm. This also has an 

influence on the commitment to religious beliefs 

and traditional rituals. And an important part in 

both plays the music. It is a form of expressing 

emotions as much as a form of entertainment.

All of the above is very much visible in the folklore 

of those regions. There is a sense of companionship 

but at the same time individualism. Dance 

partners compete with each other – in various 

forms of “showing off” their superior skills and 

yet they form a very intimate relationship. Folk 

costumes are simple, i. e. made from locally 

available materials – leather and wool, however 

made exquisitely intricate through skilful 

handcraft. They are in perfect harmony with their 

functionality but also play an important role in 

exposing the attributes of each the dancers.

Having identified the unique elements of 

highland culture, we wanted to prove that there 

are many similarities connecting them between 

the mountainous region of our countries. It was 

easiest to do in the third edition of the project 

because countries involved in it did not share a 

common border. The only link was the Carpathian 

Mountains. We managed to do that by running 

an experiment based on prepared mixes of the 

“To know where you’re 
going, first you need to 
know where you came 
from.”
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identified elements and seeking feedback from the 

community. Those similar conditions of which we 

wrote above made it almost impossible to precisely 

connect neither dance elements, nor musical ones 

to specific countries they originated from. Even 

people endogenous to the highlands had a hard 

time with that task. At the same time, they all 

claimed that their heritage is clearly visible. This 

outcome ensured us in our belief that Carpathia 

really is connecting cultures and creates a bridge 

winding through Central and Eastern Europe.

We were however far from dwelling only in the 

past – we wanted to create something that would 

be aimed at the present. That is why we decided to 

give our creativity a chance to shine and prepared 

a range of visual expressions of our opinions. They 

took the form of things closest to us - dance and  

photography, and are meant to show that folklore 

is not a relic of the past but a living, evolving 

matter from which we can draw endless insights 

and inspiration.
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social research
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Artistic creation
W H A T  W E  C R E A T E D

We decided to base our efforts on the things that are closest 

to us. Thus, we chose dance and photography. During each 

edition of the project we created a set of photos presenting 

our take on folk fashion. Modern versions of arrangements of 

traditional folk costumes were at the same time a comment on 

the diffusion of cultures and on particular elements of what we 

discovered in our observations.

We also wanted to express ourselves through dance, so we created 

a choreography containing element of each of our countries 

folklore. Setting it to modern music and experimenting both 

with form and structure made for a very interesting experience 

– for us as well as our audience.



Artistic creation
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“An inspiration for me were 
old photos of mountaineers 
depicting masculine strength 
and character. I have never 
came across with a similar 
portrayal of women and yet 
they also have to struggle with 
the same harsh environment. 
Thus, I wanted to focus on 
showing both feminine and 
masculine traits but with 
emphasis on character.”

Blanka, Poland
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Artistic creation

“I wanted to create a modern version of a bandit. In their time in the Carpathian Mountains 

there independent, broke rules, often strayed from the main paths and above all expressed their 

emotions and creativity in music and dance. My arrangement, worthy of a bohemian artist, uses 

elements typical to female fashion – a bead necklace, eyeliner, a headscarf. But it does it in such 

way that creates the air of masculinity and intrigue.”

Gabriel, Czech Republic
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What I went for in my arrangement, was to show attributes of feminine beauty as depicted by 

traditional mountaineers. Wide, rubenesque hips are emphasised by the embroidered pants. Red 

high heels and earrings stay in contrast to the simple black top. The stance tells it all – a Carpathian 

woman should be beautiful but strong at the same time.

Anna, Hungary



Parts of this choreography have been built during 

every project from the cycle. We wanted to take 

what’s most important to the folklore of the 

region and put it a concise and structured work. 

We have entitled it “Full Moon”.

The choreography begins with the sound familiar 

to all the mountainous regions of our countries – 

shepherds calling their livestock with trembitas. 

Dancers enter the stage from various directions 

representing the destinations and regions they 

came from. Slowly the sound transitions into 

music.

The Valassky dance begins. Stemming from the 

Czech region of Moravian Wallachia, this dance’s 

roots reach deep into the culture that influenced 

the material and immaterial heritage all over the 

Carpathia Mountains. Evidence of which can be 

seen on both sides of the Polish-Slovakian border 

in the region of Spisz.

Kolomyika comes form the Ukrainian part of 

Carpathia (from Hutsulia). It is a dance which 

due to it’s attractive, lively and uplifting music as 

well it’s simple group figures based on the circle 

and the line, has managed to spread widely at the 

same time absorbing local elements. To this day it 

is a popular, traditional wedding and social dance. 

The tango is probably not the first dance you think 

of in connection to the Carpathia Mountains. 

However it has found it’s way to the region with 

Gypsy travellers. The version we propose is based 

on joining the Bucharest variation on tango 

argentino with originally Carpathian elements. 

Both dances share the destinction between the 

masculine and feminine movement styles but also 

the emotional dialogue between the dancers.

Sztajerek – originating from another mountainous 

European region – the Alps – it closely related 

to the polish mazurka. Thanks to the cultural 

exchange typical for the Galicia region it became 

very popular in most highland regions of Poland, 

Slovakia and the Czech Republic, widely known as 

the polka-mazurka. An interesting fact about this 

dance is that it has been immensely popular prior 

to the second world war in many cities, Cracow, 

Warsaw and Lviv for example.

D A N C E  &  C H O R E O G R A P H Y

Artistic creation
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Carpathian Polka is a stylized composition to the melody 

that stems from the Bukovina region. It contains elements of 

polka popular all over the Carpathia region – it has hundreds 

of local variations. Our take on this dance was an attempt to 

create a trans-regional, trans-border form enclosing the idea 

of the project in a nutshell.

It’s fair to say that Czardas is the sole king among all the 

Carpathian dances. Being of Hungarian descent, it has spread 

across Slovakia, Poland and the Czech Republic. Performed 

eagerly due to it’s attractive musical form it consist of a slow 

part – often called the Carpathian tango, with which it shares 

the important role of the male partner – and a fast part. We 

Artistic creation



It’s fair to say that Czardas is the sole king among all the 

Carpathian dances. Being of Hungarian descent, it has spread 

across Slovakia, Poland and the Czech Republic. Performed 

eagerly due to it’s attractive musical form it consist of a slow 

part – often called the Carpathian tango, with which it shares 

the important role of the male partner – and a fast part. We 

based our composition on the steps and figures originating 

from the Spisz region which spreads alongside the border 

and contains Polish, Slovakian, Wallachian and German 

elements. The fast part or friśko is the grand finale of the 

whole choreography – a vigorous accent summing up the 

entire work.
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Invitation

Invitation
T E L L  U S  W H A T  Y O U  T H I N K

We hope that reading this material has made you 

think about the special connections in culture. 

Firstly, the connection it has to the geographical, 

historical and social foundations on which it is built. 

Furthermore, the connections between regions 

of various, often far away countries. Finally, the 

connection between the land and the people who 

live in it. We definitely have thought about it a lot, 

and the knowledge we gained through this project 

has made us even more curios of the world.
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You can find out more about all the
“Carpathia - Connecting Cultures”

projects on this websiete:

passionfruits.eu






